Results from:
Precise orbits estimated in-an-house (Scenario 1) PSO product (SST_PSO_2) as supplied by ESA (Scenario 2)
The innovative technique of Satellite Gravity Gradiometry enables GOCE to observe small gravity field details. Complementary, the lower frequency part of the Earth's gravity field can be extracted based on high-low Satellite to Satellite tracking (hl-SST) data, which are observed by the GNSS receiver on-board GOCE. Based on the hl-SST observations, point-wise absolute positions of the satellite can be determined. The kinematical precise orbit of GOCE, which either is estimated with an in-house developed software (Shabanloui, 2008) or supplied as the precise science orbit by the European Space Agency (Bock et al., 2007) , is used to recover the Earth's gravity field. The gravity field recovery technique is based on Newton's equation of motion, formulated as a boundary value problem in the form of a Fredholm's type integral equation (Mayer-Gürr, 2006) . On this poster, the precise orbit product of GOCE are compared and the amount of gravity field information within the different orbit products is evaluated.
Precise Orbit Determination Precise Orbit Determination The differences between estimated geometrical and officially published PSO orbit of GOCE show good agreement. The differences are in the range of 1-2 cm (refer to Fig. 1 and 2 ). The errors of the gravity model calculated from in-an-house processed orbits are a factor of 2-3 larger than when using the official orbit product (refer to Fig. 3, 5 and 6 ). We expect a better performance of estimated orbits by considering better outlier detection strategies and smaller differences between gravity field solutions by considering the same stochastical information.
